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What does 
G.D.P.R. 

stand for? 



Source: https://secure-anchor.com/still-don-t-know-gdpr/
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Four forces at 
work on the 

data processing 
environment 

@tim_walters  /  @stewmaurer • Source: https://images.pexels.com/photos/71116/hurricane-earth-satellite-tracking-71116.jpeg?
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▪ Trans-territorial
▪ Encompasses digital and indirect identifiers (i.e., far beyond PII)
▪ Mandates privacy by design practices
▪ Applies to both data controllers and data processors
▪ Institutes new or broadened data subject rights
▪ Does not concern EU citizens(hip)

1. European Union’s GDPR

@tim_walters  / @stewmaurer



Possible response:

Source: https://imgur.com/gallery/Sh1Tv

@tim_walters  / @stewmaurer



Tronc newspaper group, May 25, 2018
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▪ Brazil’s Data Protection Bill of Law, adopted July 2018
▪ “GDPR-like” legislation in place or under way in India, Pakistan, 

Thailand, Indonesia, Chile, New Zealand, etc. 
▪ California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018
▪ Numerous US states predicted to follow California’s lead
▪ More local . . .

▪ L.A. data privacy suit against Uber
▪ Chicago against Equifax
▪ Cook County against Facebook/Cambridge Analytica

2. But it’s not just Brussels sprouting off about data protection

@tim_walters  / 

Source: https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3184548; https://iapp.org/news/a/the-privacy-
advisor-podcast-on-why-cacpa-is-bad-law-and-suing-kanye-west/

@stewmaurer
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▪ 700 million ad- and tracking-blocker users worldwide
▪ 40% of US consumers have used a blocker
▪ Tracking protection built into Safari (ITP) and Firefox browsers 
▪ Privacy-centric browser innovations, e.g., Brave
▪ Apple highlights privacy stance

3. Technical and business model interventions

@tim_walters  / @stewmaurer
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Million ad/tracking block users 
worldwide

Sources: https://iapp.org/news/a/the-privacy-advisor-podcast-why-ad-tech-is-in-trouble/; 
http://www.pewinternet.org/2014/11/12/public-privacy-perceptions/#shared; 
info.gigya.com/rs/672-YBF-078/images/201704-Gigya-DS-Privacy_Survey_Report-web.pdf; 
https://www.hybris.com/en/gmc55-the-global-2017-sap-hybris-consumer-insights-report

700

91%

68%

80%

Of US adults “agree” or ”strongly agree” that 
consumers have lost control over their data

Of US and UK consumers don’t trust 
how their data is being used

In a global survey gave “If they use my data 
without me knowing” as a number one reason 
they abandon a provider

4. Consumer revolt against data surveillance
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GDPR is really the
GLOBAL DATA

PROTECTION REVOLUTION
GloDatProRev, anyone? 

@tim_walters  / @stewmaurer
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Revolution: Putting the consumer at the center

“Those organisations which thrive under GDPR will be those who 
recognise that the key feature of GDPR is to put the individual at the 
heart of data protection law.

Thinking first about how people want their data handled and then using 
those principles to underpin how you go about preparing for GDPR 
means you won’t go far wrong." 

– Deputy ICO Commissioner Rob Luke

Source: https://www.out-law.com/en/articles/2017/may/ico-issues-
warning-to-businesses-as-gdpr-countdown-reaches-one-year-to-go/

@tim_walters @stewmaurer



Revolution: The New Data Economy
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Personal data is “digital exhaust” that can be 
vacuumed up at will and used without 

restriction.

Personal data is like the car that produces the 
exhaust – and you’re only borrowing it. 

“The guy with the most data wins.”
(Tim O’Reilly)

Data must be managed “sensitively and ethically.”
(ICO Commissioner Elizabeth Denham)

Personal data is a corporate asset, from 
which business value is extracted. 

Personal data accessed via attractive value 
propositions that win consumers’ permission.
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Of course, you comply with the GDPR (and 
similar regulations) in order to satisfy the 

regulators and avoid potentially massive fines. 

@tim_walters  / 

Revolution: Consumers drive change, not regulators

@stewmaurer
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But from a CX and broader business 
perspective, the better, more compelling, and 

inescapable reason is, you comply with the 
(real) GDPR in order to satisfy consumers, and 

avoid losing in the experience economy.

@tim_walters  / 

Revolution: Consumers drive change, not regulators

@stewmaurer



Access to less first-party data

• Source: https://pagefair.com/blog/2017/new-research-how-many-consent-to-tracking/

@tim_walters  / @stewmaurer
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Source: https://www.mycustomer.com/marketing/data/will-gdpr-kill-the-third-party-data-market

Dramatic decline in third-party data

@tim_walters  / @stewmaurer



Consumer’s trust deficit creates a “vicious circle” 

24

1. Consumers 
expect and demand 
personalized, 
“hyper-relevant“ 
experiences.

2. They will abandon brands that 
don’t or can’t provide them ($6.6 
trillion worldwide in 2017). 

3. But consumers are also 
increasingly alerted to 
(Facebook!) and anxious 
about data risk.

4. And reluctant 
to provide the 
personal data . . .

5. That is necessary to create 
and deliver hyper-relevant 
experiences..

Source: https://newsroom.accenture.com/news/us-consumers-turn-off-personal-data-tap-as-companies-struggle-to-deliver-the-experiences-they-crave-accenture-study-finds.htm

6. As a result, CX consistently falls 
short of consumer expectations, 
fueling discontent and mistrust.



The solution is a question of control

25

Source: https://newsroom.accenture.com/news/us-consumers-turn-off-personal-data-tap-as-companies-struggle-to-deliver-the-experiences-
they-crave-accenture-study-finds.htm

@tim_walters  / @stewmaurer
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Which is exactly what the GDPR aims to do

Source: GDPR, Recital 7

@tim_walters  / 

-- GDPR Recital 7

@stewmaurer



The battle for scarce, more valuable personal data . . . 

Source: https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/the-coming-consumer-data-wars/?

@tim_walters  / @stewmaurer



. . . creates a have/have not data dynamic

Source: Tim Walters, https://www.lytics.com/resources/white-papers/permission-marketing-the-role-of-
trust-in-the-new-data-economy

@tim_walters  / @stewmaurer



What accounts for the initial difference? 

Source: Tim Walters, https://www.lytics.com/resources/white-papers/permission-marketing-the-role-of-
trust-in-the-new-data-economy

@tim_walters  / 

• Luck? – Which can’t be learned or 
planned. 

• Skill? – Use established marketing skills 
like audience research, segmentation, 
and persona creation to maximize 
positive responses.

@stewmaurer



Marketing for permissions
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Source: http://www.thedrum.com/industryinsights/2017/06/15/how-survive-the-data-apocalypse

• When an agency asked 
consumers to share their 
spending habits with an 
airline, 4% agreed. 

• But when told they would 
receive a “personalized 
itinerary based on their 
budget,” 45% agreed – and 
11x increase. 

http://www.thedrum.com/industryinsights/2017/06/15/how-survive-the-data-apocalypse


What accounts for the initial difference? 

Source: Tim Walters, https://www.lytics.com/resources/white-papers/permission-marketing-the-role-of-
trust-in-the-new-data-economy

@tim_walters  / 

• Luck? – Which can’t be learned or 
planned. 

• Skill? – Use established marketing skills 
like audience research, segmentation, 
and persona creation to maximize 
positive responses.

• TRUST

@stewmaurer
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Who lack trust in an organization will 
refuse to buy its products or services

Sources: https://iapp.org/news/a/the-privacy-advisor-podcast-why-ad-tech-is-in-trouble/; 
http://www.pewinternet.org/2014/11/12/public-privacy-perceptions/#shared; 
info.gigya.com/rs/672-YBF-078/images/201704-Gigya-DS-Privacy_Survey_Report-web.pdf; 
https://www.hybris.com/en/gmc55-the-global-2017-sap-hybris-consumer-insights-report

68%

63%

83%

Of US and UK consumers don’t trust 
how their data is being used

Of business leaders agree that “trust is the 
cornerstone of the digital economy”

Trust powers customer engagement
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Trust is the strategic high 
ground in the coming 

battle for consumer data. 
(And marketers are on 

the front lines.)

@tim_walters  / @stewmaurer



From a vicious circle to a virtuous cycle

@tim_walters  / 

Source: Tim Walters, https://www.lytics.com/resources/white-
papers/permission-marketing-the-role-of-trust-in-the-new-data-economy

35@stewmaurer
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The traditional sales funnel . . . 

Awareness

Leads

Prospects

Sales
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. . . feeds the top of the trust funnel

Awareness

Leads

Prospects

Sales

Usage

Issue 

Resolution

Long-term 

satisfaction

Trust
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In the era of the (utterly inescapable) 
GDPR (Global Revolution), the key 

marketing challenge (and goal) is to 
move trust upstream, closer to or 
even before the beginning of the 
customer engagement lifecycle.

@tim_walters  / @stewmaurer
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Four ways to move 
trust upstream

@tim_walters  / @stewmaurer
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1. Brand marketing and equity

Would you be more responsive to a data request from 

Source: Temkin 2017 Trust Ratings https://experiencematters.blog/2017/06/07/2017-temkin-trust-ratings-u-s-
h-e-b-and-mercedes-benz-on-top/

OR
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2. Content marketing

▪ Indium created a network of 17 blog sites in six languages called “From 
One Engineer To Another.” The aim is to create trust at the earliest stages 
of an buyer’s journey. Result: 700% year over year increase in leads. 

▪ Schneider Electric’s Energy University program has enrolled more than 
400,000 users. 90% of those taking courses indicate they would 
recommend it to a colleague. The data offered by the users is used for a 
lead generation program. 

Source: https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/4882/Rick-Short-Explains-How-to-Turn-Staff-Into-
Prolific-Bloggers.aspx; http://www.contentmarketingworld.com/lorna-breault-snyder-education-as-a-content-
marketing-strategy/

https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/4882/Rick-Short-Explains-How-to-Turn-Staff-Into-Prolific-Bloggers.aspx
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3. Relevance rather than personalization

➢ Encourages collection of  (ever more) personal data

➢ Can easily slip into too personal and creepy

➢ Often delivers only correlations between segments and 
purchases

personalization

relevance

➢ Related to relief – sharing the load or lessening the burden

➢ Virtually impossible to be too relevant

➢ Can illuminate the tasks people are trying to complete –
i.e., causal forces

➢ Focus on task or job more likely to concern non-personal 
data

@tim_walters  / @stewmaurer
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Data “discretion” and governance

▪ Ask only for the data that you really need at a given stage of the 
engagement
▪ You know how you will use it – i.e., what processes it will inform or support

▪ You know what value it will create for the consumer – i.e., what value proposition 
you can confidently state and reliably deliver (to build trust)

▪ Create and optimize the systems, data flows, and governance structures to 
make each stage richer, deeper, more engaging and relevant

@tim_walters  / @stewmaurer
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Summary

▪ You may run, but you can’t hide from the (true) GDPR – it is a worldwide 
phenomenon that is ultimate powered by a sea change in consumer 
attitudes about personal data collection and processing. 

▪ Business success will depend on gaining permission to access scarce but 
ever more valuable consumer data. 

▪ Orgs that more positive responses to early data request will have a 
massive advantage and create have / have not dynamics

▪ Establishing and nurturing trust earlier in the engagement lifecycle is the 
key

@tim_walters  / @stewmaurer



Thank you!
Tim Walters, Ph.D.

tim@contentadvisory.net
@tim_walters | @advisingcontent
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Stewart Maurer
stewart.maurer@crownpeak.com

@stewmaurer | @crownpeak



Resources

Crownpeak Webinars

• Is Your App Mobile Compliant?
(https://www.crownpeak.com/webcasts_mobile-app-
gdpr-compliant)

• Getting ready for the GDPR
(https://www.crownpeak.com/webcasts_expediting-
gdpr-readiness-forrester)

• Getting User Consent Under the GDPR
(https://www.crownpeak.com/webcasts_gdpr-getting-
website-user-consent)

• GDPR for Digital Marketers
(https://www.crownpeak.com/webcasts_gdpr-for-
marketers-rethink-digital-initiatives) 

Crownpeak eBooks

• The Digital Marketer’s Guide to Data Collection Under the 
GDPR https://www.crownpeak.com/ebooks_gdpr-
marketers-guide-to-data-collection

• How to Make Your Website Compliant with the GDPR
https://www.crownpeak.com/ebooks_gdpr-website-
compliant 

Official GDPR Portal

• https://www.eugdpr.org/
• http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-5419-2016-

INIT/en/pdf
• Official regulation text (as PDF)
• 173 Recitals, 99 Articles

• https://www.privacy-regulation.eu/en/
• Online, browseable reference
• Really handy

• https://iapp.org/media/pdf/resource_center/wp29_consent-12-12-
17.pdf 

• Article 29 Working Party (WP29) Guidelines on Consent

Follow Us

• On Twitter @crownpeak
• On LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/company/

crownpeak-technology/ 

@tim_walters  / @stewmaurer
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